
TEP WIND TURBINE 
HELP  BOOKLET 



Introduction: 
 
This booklet is in its very first draft and is not intended to be the definitive way to making wind  
Turbines. Engineering has so many exciting facets and permutations for processing good designs. Your 
journey in making this mechanical device will take you through top end engineering principles. Teach-
ers should note! That there may be much better ways to accomplishing some of the manufacturing 
techniques not covered in this help booklet. Having recently constructed ten sample Turbines units, it is 
refreshing to say that one will experience quite a thrill when it is finally assembled. You soon  experi-
ence the quest for gaining even more engineering skills and  knowledge which in turn make the next 
challenge more exciting. 
 
 
The parts that are in the TEP kit are simply to save teachers time in preparation converting long lengths 
of mild steel and wasting time cutting brass billets etc. Having said this one can also justify teachers 
wanting students to prepare their own materials. You will have to chose which method of conversion 
suits your time and experience of the class room resources to hand. 
 
 

 
 
In this unit you will make an engineered product. (Wind Turbine) 
 
The unit will develop your understanding of the process of designing a product and then producing it.  
 
In the unit you will learn to:  
 
• use product specifications  
• read and interpret engineering drawings and diagrams  
• select suitable materials, parts and components for a product  
• create and follow a production plan  
• apply health and safety procedures  
• use processes, tools and equipment required to make an engineered product, if possible include  
Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM)  
• check the quality of your work conforms to the standards required  
 
This and other units will use ideas you have already come across in design and technology. The unit 
builds on unit 1 Design and Graphical Communication, and will allow you to use what you learn about 
technology in unit 3 Application of Technology. It will also help you to progress to some of the units in 
the GCE in Engineering (A Level).  
 
 
This unit provides some of the underpinning knowledge and understanding for the National Vocational 
Qualification in Performing Engineering Operations.  
 



TEP / EEP GCSE Engineering 
 

Curriculum Support Materials and Resources 
(Project One: TEP Wind Turbine) 

 
 
To enable teaching and learning to happen in a realistic engineering context teachers of 
this qualification need to have access to “as close as possible” real products or a least a 
connection to the manufactured item by either to visiting locally exemplar projects i.e. 
Wind farm (example alternative Technology centre) Students should be given the oppor-
tunity to handle, dismantle, analyse and re-assemble a model or a similar product to the 
wind Turbine. A visit to a company or to a related site to see the products being made is 
ideal but not always possible. Teachers need to extend the range of techniques they 
currently use to teach and should be encouraged to contact the industries where they 
will see first hand modern. For example B&Q advertise home wind turbine Turbines 
for various applications. Pamphlets are available with all of the specifications etc.   
 
An example may be to show students a ready assembled and working wind Turbine, 
with the removal of four screws it can be safely taken apart, examined and re-
assembled. Using this simple mechanical product teachers and students can discover a 
great deal about materials, processes, function, performance and so on. This type of ac-
tivity forms part of the students’ learning and also prepares them for the assessment ac-
tivities to follow. 
 
The wind Turbine offers the following: 
 
• examples of one or more products that can be safely dismantled using basic hand 
tools. Spring clips, circlips etc. are not a problem. 
• supporting information such as: 
ο an engineering drawing 
ο a product specification however technical  (B&Q pamphlet for example) 
ο a production plan 
ο the materials involved and their form of supply 
ο the processes used in manufacture 
ο the volume of manufacture 
ο the product’s function (it may be a component or part of a larger product) 
ο the product’s performance 
ο reference to appropriate quality standards 
ο intended markets 
an idea of costs if possible but not essential 
Note! The wind Turbine is a ‘topical project’ and in the light of energy saving  a popular 
focus . Anything that a company can provide would be welcome. 
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Wind Turbine class sets available from Mindsets (UK) Ltd 
 
Purchasing ready prepared consumables allow teachers to have more time for prepara-
tion especially in setting up workshop tooling  jigs and machine adjustments etc 



You will have the opportunity to develop your key skills when you are working towards this unit.  

Make Assignment: Wind Turbine parts  (Student guidance) 

This assignment builds on the work you will have carried out previously on tools, techniques and materials, 
materials and fabrication. You should look back at your files and notes to see if any of the activities you 
have carried out can help you.  

Here are the parts you will produce in order to engineer The Wind Turbine. (Your teacher will supply the 
Clinch nuts / spire clips / gears / bolts etc.)  Free issue are parts that do not require further work 

Main spindle shaft (1) Main spindle bush (1) 

Front plate (1) Back plate (1) 

Spire Clip free issue (1) 

Bush clip free issue (1) 

Bearing free issue (1) 

Solar Motor free issue 

Tail shaft bolts (2) free issue 

Mounting Rod (1) 

Solar Motor Bolts (2) free issue 

Clinch nuts (4) free issue 

Plastic Gears (1 set) free issue Spacers (4)  

Sails Hub (1) free issue Hub spindles (6) 

Tail Rod (1) 

Assembly bolts (4) free issue 



What the assessment will be looking for: (Student guidance)  

There are different exam boards that mark student’s work. Your teacher will be able to tell you which exam 
board marks your work, Edexcel or OCR or AQA.  

Edexcel  OCR AQA 

You need to make an engineered 
product including evidence of:  
 
 

You need to produce evidence in your 
portfolio that you have made an engi-
neered product that includes at least 
one process from each of the following 
categories: material removal; jointing 
and assembly; treatment processes; 
surface finishing. Your portfolio must 
include:  

You need to make an engineered 
product which shows evidence of:  
 
 

a. how you used a product specifica-
tion and interpreted engineering 
drawings (6)  
 

b. information about details of re-
sources and processing require-
ments (6)  
 

c.  information about production  de-
tails and constraints (6) 
  

d.  how you selected and used materi-
als to safely make your product (6) 
  

e.  how you selected and used parts 
and components to safely make 
your product (6) 
  

f.   how you selected and used proc-
esses, tools and equipment to 
safely make your product (6)  
 

g.  how you tested your product and 
how it complied to the standards 
required (6)  

a. evidence of a production plan and 
associated quality control (9) 
  

b. a schedule for making the product, 
with the key features identified (7) 
  

c.  identification of the production tech-
nique and critical control points (9) 
  

d.  evidence of the use of ICT in the 
making of your product (10) 
  

e.  a record of how you made your 
product (15)  

 
 
 

a. how you used the product specifica-
tion, including the interpretation of 
engineering drawings, to produce a 
production plan (6)  
 

b. b. how you followed a production 
plan for your product (6)  
 

c. how you selected and used safety 
materials, parts and components to 
make your product (9) 
  

d. how you selected and used safely 
processes, tools and equipment to 
make your product (18) 
  

e. how you tested your product against 
the product specification and en-
sured it was functional and com-
plied with the standards required (6)  

 

As you work through this assignment, completing the sections marked portfolio, you will build a portfolio of evidence for 
unit 2 Engineered Products.  

Note To help you the awarding body references have been included in each portfolio section  



Background to the product specification  

The Wind Turbine should be able to be assembled easily without much adjustment required. The spindle shaft must be 
able to freely rotate by hand without the gears binding without too much friction. The front and back plate should align 
without any distortion in the framework.  

Your teacher will provide you with a set of working drawings for your Wind Turbine  

You will:  

• prepare a production plan  

• make all the parts (other than the free issue items) 

• assemble one unit yourself  

 
Product specification  

A detailed product specification, a full set of working drawings and standard instructions for manufacture are provided. 
The tolerances and materials are shown.  
 

Quality Indicators:  

The finished item should have -No sharp edges or flashing. .  

The Brass parts shaft bush and bearing must be a good sliding fit into the front and back plate assembly.  

Front and back plates -No sharp burrs. The surface finish of the plates must be as clean and scratch free as possible.  

You must learn how to select materials and components with suitable characteristics and properties to meet the product 
specification. If you need to use alternative materials, parts or components you must explain why.  

Materials and their properties may be considered in the following groups:  

• ferrous and non-ferrous metals and alloys  

• polymers, such as thermosetting polymers and thermoplastic polymers (Choices for the gears) 

• ceramics  

• composites which combine the properties of different materials, for example, bi-metal strips, carbon composites 
and sintered metals  

 
You must learn to recognize and understand the function of mechanical components and be able to select and use ap-
propriate parts and components for the production of Wind turbine, including:  

• mechanical components, such as nuts, bolts, screws, rivets, pins, clips, mechanical systems such as gear box 
parts and construction.  

 
Using processes  
 
For your chosen product you must be able to use the following processes and understand their importance for functional 
and aesthetic reasons:  
 
• material removal, such as turning, drilling, etching, milling and grinding  

 
• shaping and manipulation, such as hammering, forming and bending  

 
• joining and assembly, such as crimping, soldering, adhesion, wiring, threaded fasteners, welding and brazing 

 
• heat and chemical treatment, such as annealing tempering, hardening, etching, plating 

 
• surface finishing, such as polishing and coating 

 



Students marking out their work to engineering drawings 
 

The pictures below were taken at Birkdale High School Dewsbury. GCSE pupils completing the wind Turbines in 
one day. Teacher Paul Anderson and his technician managed to set up the workshops is such a way that students 
always managed to find plenty to do in marking out machining and using many techniques associated with quality 
engineering skills. A credit it all in this department for achieving such organised work. 
 



Quality control techniques 
 
You must be able to inspect, measure, and test your Wind Turbine to the product specification to make sure it complies 
with the standards required. Important features in your specification include:  
 
• dimensions 

 
• tolerances  

 
• fit  

 
• finish 

  
• performance  

 
• quality 

  
 
Background information  
 
The Wind Turbine is assembled from a number of parts as shown in the photographs. You will produce the brass bush, 
main spindle, using a centre lathe. You can (resources permitting) make these parts using a CNC lathe. You will make 
use of the jigs for some of the processes, bearing flange, bearing hole using a punch tool. All free issue parts will be sup-
plied, Clinch nuts spire clips etc. You will be required to use heat treatments in order to form bends. You will need to 
study the product specification and the working drawings. All the processes you undertake will be supervised by your 
teacher. The product is shown here with examples of plastic paddles for you to test out your model. The actual design of 
more efficient propellers \ blades should be encouraged using the SEP publication (Wind Power) 
 
What you need to do  

Understand the Product specification  

Study the product information provided, the engineering drawings and the product specification to give yourself a clear 
understanding of what is required. Use this to identify:  

• main features of the Wind Turbine 

• dimensions  

• materials, parts and components needed  

• processes to be used, where these are specified  

• quantities required  

• quality standards  

• time scales  

 
Portfolio: Make notes describing the above information you have identified. This could also be a teachers witness state-
ment saying how you used the specification and interpreted the drawings. (Edexcel ‘a’, AQA ‘a’)  
 
Produce a Production plan  

Produce a plan and schedule for making one Wind Turbine using the equipment and time slots available to you. You will 
work to this plan to produce a Wind Turbine meeting the given specification. The plan should give information about:  

• materials, parts and components to be used  

• processes to be used  

• tools, equipment and machinery to be used  

health and safety procedures  



 
• the sequence of production including critical production and quality control points  

 
• production scheduling including realistic deadlines 

 
• how quality will be checked and inspected  
 
You may need to look back at the work you did previously to remind yourself of how to produce a production plan.  
Portfolio: Make notes describing the importance of production planning and show how you considered alternatives and 
made decisions to help produce your production plan. Also include your production plan and schedule. (OCR ‘a, b’, 
Edexcel ‘a, b, c’, AQA ‘a’)  
 
How you applied Health and safety procedures  
 
You must be aware of health and safety issues relating to the use of materials, components, tools and equipment at all 
times. These usually include: 
  
• taking reasonable care of yourself and others in an engineering environment  
•  
• wearing appropriate clothing and using safety equipment as appropriate 
•   
• carrying out risk assessments  
•  
• ensuring that tools, equipment and machinery are properly maintained and fit for use 
•   
• following health and safety procedures and instructions 
•   
• keeping a safe, clean and tidy workplace  
 
Portfolio: Describe how you addressed health and safety issues. You could use photographs, sketches with clear notes 
and a witness statement from your teacher. (Edexcel ‘d, e, f’, AQA ‘b, c, d’) 
 
Checking your work  
 
You must be able to inspect, measure and test your Wind Turbine, compared to the standard obtained from the product 
specification. Important features in your specification may include:  
 
• dimensions 
  
• tolerances  
 
Make Assignment: Water Spray Gun GCSE Engineering (Double Award)  
 
• fit  
• finish  
• performance  
• quality  
 
Portfolio: Give a description of how you checked the quality of your Wind Turbine and how you corrected any problems. 
An inspection sheet listing the checks and measurements taken with a teachers witness statement must be included. 
(OCR ‘c’, Edexcel ‘g’)  
 
Planning for making in quantity  
 
 
This is an optional item but it would be a good introduction to CAD/CAM  
 
Portfolio: Produce a production plan for an engineering company to make a batch of Wind Turbines for a manufacturing 
client. (OCR ‘d’)  
 
 
 
  
 



Wind Turbine drawing 4 of 10 Front Plate 
 

Please note! You must used these notes in conjunction with the individual detailed engineering drawings to make sense 
of the fig numbers etc Download them from: http://www.tep.org.uk/Engineering/engineering%20wt%20drawings.html 

First: Pupils to mark out  front and back blank aluminium plates using 
standard tools Engineers try square rules etc 
 
Pencil first starting from the drawings centre lines for accurate place-
ment of holes E Jig location holes. 
 
Pupils should mark these out first to see if they have managed to suc-
cessfully locate their plate to the Jig.  
 
Teachers could attribute marks for accurate location at this stage. 
 
Use the Front plate plastic templates to checking out the rest of the 
marked out holes D F G prior to drilling as mistakes here could end up 
with a failure or rejected part. 
Next 1: Teachers may choose to use the TEP Whitney punch to 
pop out the Jig location holes E 
 
Remember that the Whitney punch has a small centre location 
point so as to accurately locate hole E.  Pupils will be advised to 
centre punch their marked out holes for easy location with the Whit-
ney punch centre finder. Please be aware that Whiney punch dies 
are imperial so the closest you will get to is 3.9 so a small hand 
reamer should be used to ream to 
the 4mm hole size. A re drill using 
a 4mm drill is also an option.  

 
Next 2: Drill out F next using 8.5mm drill. If using a standard school 
pillar drill make sure all guards are in place and that the pillar drill 
base has either a good wooden clean base plate. Drilling large 
holes in thin sheet aluminium may require either a fixed jig 
cramped to the drilling machine table minimising the risk of spin-
ning sheet materials. Pupils should always wear suitable leather 
hand gloves as a precaution 

Front  plate 

Front plate checking template 

Next 3: Students can now be advised to process different drilling op-
erations to save bottle necks in the workshop by either processing 
hole D or G or F using the 5 ton press and jig supplied. Please make 
sure the two black O rings are located in the jig before using the 5 
Ton press to punching the 21mm hole. It is advisable to find a small 
scrap piece of 9mm MDF to level out the jig on the base table prior to 
punching out this 21mm hole. It saves students trying to balance the 
punch tool on the end of the hydraulic ram and makes a smooth 
punch click almost immediately after hand pumping the ram. You may 

You should read through this whole assignment before you start working  

 



not have noticed that the 21mm punch too is tapered for easy removal 
from the material. If you have not noticed this you will find students try-
ing to force the material the wrong way if they remove the punch at-
tached to the front plate. Nothing can be damaged other than ones 
pride for not reading this tip. The remaining washer that is cut will be 
slightly below the jig surface. All that is required to remove this material 
is a small steel or wooden dowel that will fit through the 8.5mm hole. 
One single leaver action will remove the washer if it gets wedged in the 
hole. 

Back plate 

Back  plate template 

Next 4: Return the front plate back to the jig. Make sure the plate 21mm 
hole aligns its self with the larger 25mm hole opposite the punch guillo-
tine hole. Replace the jig top layer and drop the 25mm ball bearing into 
the hole. It should not go through but sit half way down. Now use the 5 
Ton hydraulic press to drop the ball through the front plate. Tip: you can 
use a small G cramp to hold the jig together so as to making the proc-
ess more stable as it helps to align the plates all together prior to the 
ball dropping through the material causing a round chamfer around the 
21mm Bearing hole. This will enable a tight fit of the bearing and also 
an ideal channel for gluing later on when aligning the shaft. 

Next 5: With all holes drilled or punched only after you have processed 
the 25mm ball through the front plate should you proceed in folding the 
two outer edges. It is much quicker to leave the front plate in the jig and to 
simply cramp it all up horizontally in an engineering vice. You can easily 
bend the outer edges by using a solid block of wood and a mallet or heavy 
rubber hammer to fold the outer edge over the jig. You can of course use 
your workshop folder / bending machine as well so that students can see 
alternative methods to processing this procedure. 



Tip: Make sure all holes are drilled before folding up the sides and using the ball bearing pass-through first. It 
is quite easy to fold the sides around the sides of the jig. This can be done by placing the jig and the alumin-
ium plate between the jig in a vice. Use a good hardwood block to tap the 10mm edge over the jig. If you 
choose to use workshop folders as opposed to finally folding in jig please remember that the probability of the 
part fitting the jig will be difficult. It may well be impossible to use the ball bearing pass-through method if you 
forget to do this operation first. 
 

Wind Turbine drawing 4 of 10 Back Plate 
 
First: Pupils to mark out aluminium using standard tools Engineers try square 
Pencil first using drawing centre lines for accurate placement of holes E  4mm Jig location holes. 
Pupils should mark these out first to see if they have managed to successfully locate their plate to Jig. Teach-
ers could attribute marks for accurate location at this stage. 
Use the Front plate plastic template to check out the rest of the marked out holes B C D prior to drilling as 
mistakes here could end up with a failure / rejected part. 
 
Next 1: Teachers may choose to use the TEP Whitney punch to pop out the Jig location holes E 4mm 
Remember that the Whitney punch has a small centre location point so as to accurately locate hole E Pupils 
will be advised to centre punch their marked out holes for easy location with the Whitney punch centre finder. 
Please be aware that Whiney punch dies are imperial so the closest you will get to is 3.9 so a small hand 
reamer should be used to ream to the 4mm hole size. A re drill using a 4mm drill is also an option.  
Tip: Drill holes B C D before bending up the sides. 
 
Next 2: Bend the sides first if you are going to use the Jig. A holes 4mm will locate on the Jig but please 
note! They will have to re drilled to 6.7 afterwards to allow insertion of Clinch studs. 
 
Next 3: Proceed in fitting the Clinch nuts into position. Use a good hard solid surface preferably metal for in-
stance a flat top anvil would be ideal. Make sure you refer to drawing 3 of 10 Assembly. The clinch nut is item 
16. Proceed by using the special Clinch nut swaging tool. Use the ball end to splay out the knurl end of the 
Clinch nut with a few hard taps of a hammer.  
 
Tip: On completion of this process the Clinch nuts should be very firmly held by the riveting action. Shake the 
whole back plate to locate any vibrations should any nut vibrate then re swage it to gain a firm location. 

The TEP jig kit does include a special rounded end bar punch to locate the clinch nut into position. You only 
need to give a light hammer blow to splay out the ribbed rivet end. Shaking the back plate to see if any of the 
four clinch need another hammering. They will rattle if not located properly. 



Wind Turbine drawing 8 of 10 Plastic gears 
 
First:  Part Large plastic gear. These gears are centre pre drilled to 2.5mm diameter. They will need to be re 
drilled to 7.5mm. It is important that these holes are best enlarged on a lathe using a standard three jaw 
chuck to locate the circular gear concentrically. Use only very light gripping pressure so as not to damage the 
teeth on the gears. Using the tailstock with the appropriate drill chuck to fit the 7.5mm drill. This setup will en-
sure a parallel hole through the centre of the gear. Schools (trial) trying to drill these gears by hand have 
found difficulty in keeping the holes concentric and parallel causing a binding of the gears on assembly.  
 
These gears are a standard TEP stock gears and are not the best fitting gears for this unit. TEP will be re-
placing these stock items for more suitable thicker and stronger versions so as to reduce the wobbling effect 
that can be caused by the flexing of the present stock if the holes are not enlarged concentrically to the outer 
rim . 
 

Once you have drilled the centre to the correct diameter make sure the main brass shaft has been knurled 
using a straight knurling tool not a diamond type. This spline can also be achieved by rolling the side edge of 
a (bastard) file over the area of location for the large gear. 
 
Note! We have used a standard pillar drill chuck to ensure the main shaft locates in a true vertical and parallel  
alignment to the hole in the plastic gear. 
 

The main shaft location bush should be a push fit through the hole. Once located you can add the clip  as 
shown. It will not be possible to simply push this clip down by hand so please observe the following page for 
more information 



Ideally you should try to find a suitable tube that will fit snugly in the inner circumference of the clip. A good 
sharp tap using a rubber hammer will force the clip down the shaft securing the bush to the back plate. I have 
used a cheap socket set in the illustration. 

The main shaft can be processed using traditional centre lathe methods using the adjustment dials and ap-
propriate tooling. Many schools have old CNC first generation Emco machines that can now be revitalised 
using third party software and hardware like Welturn. The picture below shows how easy it is set up a six po-
sition tooling turret to cover all the necessary operation on this part. 

Tools being used here are as follows 1 centre drill 2 R/H tool 3 not used 4 Parting off tool 5 8mm drill 6 
threading tool. 



Wind Turbine mounting rod / school devised bending Jig 
 
There are many ways in producing the bend in this mild steel bar.  



Wind Turbine mounting rod / school devised bending Jig 
 
There are many ways in producing the bend in this mild steel bar.  



Archive photographs  



Archive photographs  



Wind Turbine alternative shaft and hub 
 
An alternative option to the yellow wheel is available. In order for students to fabricate their own sail hub they 
will require the following components jigs and fixture in order to accomplish the finished hub shown below.  

These jigs are available along with the 5 ton hydraulic jack from Teaching resources 

All that is required is for students to cut the aluminium disks to shape. Punch a hole through the 
centre so as to locate on the jig. The plastic spider is supplied or you can CNC or laser cut different 
designs. The 5 ton hydraulic press quickly compresses the aluminium into shape. 
 




























